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How to use this curriculum
I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails Through Literature

to use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a literature based,

relaxed curriculum for preschool. What this means is that it's not

designed to have lots of busy work. It's designed to provide quality

literature for your child, social skills, opportunities to get hands on,

and Bible studies for your child.

Rabbit Trails through Literature was created with homeschooling

adventures in mind. Not only will we be covering Preschool skills,

but Rabbit Trails will take you into studies in science and nature,

using books to lead the way. This curriculum is meant to be used on

your child's level. It's not meant to have boxes checked off each day,

but to do what works for your unique family. When it comes to

letters and numbers, there are suggestions given, but take what you

need and leave the rest. If your child isn't at the level of the

suggestions, then create what works for them. Same thing if they're

capable of beyond what is recommended. Make this curriculum

your own! 

Rabbit Trails through Literature is a full Preschool curriculum

covering letters, numbers, social skills, shapes, and colors. There are

14 lessons designed to take two weeks each to cover, making it a 28

week curriculum. Feel free to take it as fast or as slow as you'd like.

You can stretch it out and take your time, or speed it up to get done

in just a few months. Your child is your own, your homeschool is

your own, feel free to make this curriculum your own!

I encourage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this

curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this

curriculum. The main 14 books are all Eric Carle books, as he has

such a lovely sense of whimsy and adorable nature themed books.



practicing the alphabet

However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing these books if

you don't have the means. Many can be found at libraries, on used

book websites, etc.  The books listed in the Rabbit Trails and Library

Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you have on hand or find

at your own library on the topic! If you do choose to buy all of the

books, you can access them all in my shop.

As you may have noticed, there are suggested letters, numbers,

shapes, and colors to practice each week. This is merely a suggestion,

but gives your preschooler the chance to become familiar with these

as they work throughout the year. Introduce them all to your child,

then there will be More Ideas on how to use them in each lesson. A

fun way to practice letters is by making tactile flashcards. You can

make these with their coordinating weeks, practice tracing with your

finger, etc. to introduce them to your child. The goal is not

memorization, but familiarity. Practice singing the ABCs often and

not putting pressure on your child to learn their alphabet. The more

fun you make it, the more willing they will be to learn. Memorization

will come with time and maturity.

https://amazon.com/shop/thisbitoflife
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Cloud



the
lesson

Let's talk about working together. The little cloud in

the story breaks away from all of the other clouds. It

has some fun and turns into all sorts of shapes! But,

this cloud also has an important job to do. The other 
clouds need it so they can gather together to create rain. Sometimes,

we need to use teamwork to get a job done. When we clean a room,

for example, when we pick up together the job goes much faster!

Working together as a team can make hard work not seem quite as

hard and is usually more fun, too. 

verse
bible

Letters: The Alphabet- Discuss the whole alphabet and

the concept of letters and how they make words

Number: 1

Shape: Discuss what shapes are (use the clouds as

examples)

Color: White

For the body is not one member, but many.

-1 Corinthians 12:14

The body of Christ, all who believe in Jesus as their Savior, is not made

up of one person, but a whole team. We are in this world together to

spread the good news about Jesus! It takes a whole team of people to do  

this work so that the news can spread faster. We are called to go to the

ends of the Earth to tell everyone about Jesus. Pray together about who

you can share Jesus with this week. 

let's
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some
fun

Let's make our very own little cloud! You can make

your cloud into any shape you'd like- one from the

book or make up your own shape. Use cotton balls to

look like a cloud and glue them onto paper in your

very own shape. 

Supplies:

-Cotton balls

-Paper

-Glue
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trails...
Rabbit

Let's learn more about clouds!

Start by reading The Cloud

Book by Tomie dePaola.

Reading time!

Continue reading with 

Cloudette by Tom Lichtenheld

Learn more about clouds with

What Are Clouds Made Of? from

SciShow Kids on YouTube.
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list...
LibraryHide and Seek Fog

by Alvin Tresselt

It Looked Like Spilt Milk

by Charles G. Shaw

The Cloud Spinner

by Michael Catchpool
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-Listen to or read the nursery rhyme Clouds by Christina Rossetti. 

-Create your own rain cloud! Fill a large glass or jar with water,

leaving a little room at the top. Use shaving cream foam on the top

of the water to create a cloud. In a separate bowl, tint some water

with blue food coloring. Using a dropper, drop your blue rain on top

of the cloud of shaving cream. This shows how a cloud will finally

make rain when it collects enough water. Watch your rain fall into

the glass for your very own rainstorm!

-Get out some white paint and blue construction paper. Paint the

different types of clouds (or one cloud per paper) to learn more

about cloud types. Another option is to create more shapes by

painting them, too.

-Sing the alphabet song together. Do this often! Over time, children

will learn that this song has a true connection to letters and they

will use it to help them remember which letters come next, etc. 

-View the painting Sky Above Clouds by Georgia O'Keeffe. Re-

create this using paint, crayons, cotton balls, etc. 

more
ideas...
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